We introduce Concurrent Timed Automata (CTAs) where automata running in parallel are synchronized. We consider the subclasses of CTAs obtained by admitting, or not, diagonal clock constraints and constant updates, and by letting, or not, sequential automata to update the same clocks. We prove that such subclasses recognize the same languages but di er w.r.t. the succinctness of the models. Moreover, we distinguish between subclasses that are polynomially closed w.r.t. ÿnite union and ÿnite intersection, and subclasses that do not have such properties.
Introduction
Since their introduction by Alur and Dill [1] , Timed Automata (TAs) have been one of the most studied models for real-time systems. TAs extend classic !-Automata (see, e.g., [10] ) by introducing variables measuring time, called clocks, which increase uniformly with time. Each transition is labeled by an action, is guarded by a boolean combination of clock constraints, and performs a set of reset updates. Each clock constraint compares the value of a clock with a given constant. Each reset update resets a given clock to the initial value 0.
Later, TAs have been enriched with diagonal clock constraints, which permit comparison of the value of two clocks, and with constant updates, which permit assigning arbitrary time constants to clocks. These new features do not increase the class of languages accepted by TAs (see [5, 6] ). In fact, for each TA of size n and with d diagonal clock constraints there is an equivalent (i.e. accepting the same language) TA of size n × 2 d without diagonal clock constraints (see [2] for the proof). Moreover, for each TA of size n there is an equivalent TA of size polynomial w.r.t. n and with only reset updates.
Extensions of TAs to deal with parallelism have been proposed by Bornot and Sifakis [3, 4] and Lanotte et al. [8, 9] . In the model of [3, 4] an action from the environment is sensed either by all automata running in parallel, if the action is a "communication action", or by one single automaton, otherwise. In the model of [8, 9] the environment performs more than one action at any instant, and each of the automata running in parallel senses its own subset of actions.
In the present paper we propose a variant of TAs with parallelism, called Concurrent Timed Automata (CTAs), where automata running in parallel are perfectly synchronized, meaning that they can compute only by sensing, at each instant, the same action from the environment. CTAs can be mapped to equivalent TAs by using the cartesian product. CTAs without clocks correspond to Drusinsky and Harel's Concurrent Automata [7] , which extend !-Automata with parallelism. Such Concurrent Automata can be mapped to !-Automata, and the exponential lower bound to this mapping has been proved in [7] . By this result, the exponential lower bound to mapping CTAs to TAs follows.
Our model is included in those of [3, 4] and [8, 9] . We show that notwithstanding its simplicity, our model is suitable to investigate the rôle that some features, which may or may not be o ered by the model, play in the parallel setting.
First of all we analyze the power of diagonal clock constraints in the parallel setting. We show that mapping CTAs with diagonal clock constraints to CTAs without diagonal clock constraints is always possible, and we prove both the exponential lower bound and the exponential upper bound to such a mapping. Note that the upper bound in the sequential case (i.e. in the case of TAs) is polynomial w.r.t. the number of states and transitions, and exponential only w.r.t. the number of diagonal clock constraints (see [2] ).
Then, we analyze the power of constant updates in the parallel setting. We show that mapping CTAs with constant updates to CTAs with only reset updates is always possible, and we prove both the exponential lower bound and the exponential upper bound to such a mapping. Note that the upper bound in the sequential case is polynomial.
Then, we consider CTAs with private clocks, i.e. the subset of CTAs where the value of a given clock can be updated by only one sequential automaton (the owner of the clock), and can be read by all sequential automata running in parallel. CTAs without such a restriction are called CTAs with public clocks. We prove the exponential lower bound and the exponential upper bound to mapping CTAs without diagonal clock constraints and with constant updates to CTAs with private clocks and with the same sets of clock constraints and updates. We prove also the polynomial upper bound to mapping the other subclasses of CTAs (i.e. CTAs with diagonal clock constraints and CTAs without diagonal clock constraints and with only reset updates) to the corresponding subclasses with private clocks.
Finally, we investigate the closure properties w.r.t. boolean operators of our eight subclasses of CTAs (with or without diagonal clock constraints, constant updates and public clocks). Since CTAs can be mapped to TAs, as in the case of TAs it holds that CTAs are closed w.r.t. ÿnite union and ÿnite intersection, but not w.r.t. complement. We prove that the four subclasses admitting diagonal clock constraints and the class admitting both constant updates and public clocks are polynomially closed w.r.t. ÿnite union and ÿnite intersection, whereas the three remaining subclasses do not have such a property.
Concurrent timed automata
In this section we present our formalism.
Timed words
Let us consider a time domain T (non-negative rational numbers, or non-negative real numbers, as examples) and an alphabet of actions .
A time sequence over T is an inÿnite non-decreasing sequence (t i ) i¿1 , with t i ∈ T, satisfying the time progress property, i.e. for each t ∈ T, there is some t i ¿t.
A timed word = (a i ; t i ) i¿1 over and T is an inÿnite sequence such that (a i ) i¿1 is a sequence of actions in and (t i ) i¿1 is a time sequence over T. The sequence (a i ) i¿1 is denoted untimed( ). Intuitively, (a i ; t i ) i¿1 describes the behavior of a reactive system that performs action a i at time t i ; i¿1.
Clock valuations and clock constraints
Let us assume a set X of variables measuring elapsing of time, called clocks, which increase uniformly with time.
A clock valuation over X is a mapping v : X → T assigning time values to clocks. For a clock valuation v and a time value t ∈ T, let v + t denote the clock valuation such that, for each clock x ∈ X; (v + t)(x) = v(x) + t.
The set C(X ) of clock constraints over X is deÿned by the following grammar:
where ranges over C(X ); x; y ∈ X; t ∈ T and # ∈ {¡; 6; =; =; ¿; ¿}. Clock constraints are requirements on the value of clocks that can be satisÿed or not by clock valuations. We write v |= when the clock valuation v satisÿes the clock constraint . Formally, v |= x#t i v(x)#t; v |= x − y#t i v(x) − v(y)#t; v |= 1 ∧ 2 i both v |= 1 and v |= 2 ; v |= ¬ i v |= ; v |= 1 ∨ 2 i either v |= 1 or v |= 2 , and v |= true.
Constraints of the form x − y#t are called diagonal clock constraints. The subset C df (X ) of diagonal free clock constraints excludes such constraints.
Updates
Updates modify values of clocks. An update up over the set of clocks X is a ÿnite collection of simple updates (up i ) 16i6k , such that up i has the form x i := t i , with x i ∈ X and t i ∈ T, and x i = x j implies t i = t j , for 16i¡j6k (this ensures that no clock can assume more than one time value). The update up maps a given clock valuation v to the clock valuation up(v) such that:
and up i is the simple update x i := t i ; v(x) if x = ∈ {x 1 ; : : : ; x k }:
We denote with U(X ) the set of updates over X , and with U 0 (X ) the set of reset updates, i.e. updates with simple updates of the form x i := 0. Updates admitting simple updates x i := t with t = 0 are called constant updates.
The formalism
Let us deÿne ÿrst the syntax of CTAs. where:
• is an alphabet of actions.
• X is a set of clocks.
• For each 16i6m; A i = (S i ; s 0 i ; i ) is a sequential automaton, where:
• R ⊆ 16i6m S i is the set of repeated states.
Let us deÿne now the semantics of CTAs.
A conÿguration of A is a collection of states c = (s The label of the run r is the timed word = (a 1 ; t 1 ); (a 2 ; t 2 ) : : : : If the path P is accepting then the timed word is accepted (or recognized) by A. The set of all timed words accepted by A is denoted by L(A), and is the (timed) language accepted by A. We denote with untimed(L(A)) the set {untimed( ) | ∈ L(A)}. We say that two CTAs are equivalent i they accept the same language.
The size of each sequential automaton A i = (S i ; s
, where | | and |up| are simply the length in symbols of and up, respectively. The size of A, denoted |A|, is 16i6m |A i | + |R|. Neither nor X are taken into consideration to compute |A| since all symbols in and all clocks in X are represented in A 1 ; : : : ; A m .
The subclasses
Given a set of clock constraints C ⊆ C(X ) and a set of updates U ⊆ U(X ), the class CTA(C; U) contains the CTAs whose transitions are guarded by clock constraints in C and perform updates in U.
The subclass of CTA(C; U) with private clocks, denoted CTA pr (C; U), contains the CTAs A = ( ; X; A 1 ; : : : ; A m ; R) in CTA(C; U) where there is a partition X 1 ; : : : ; X m of the set of clocks X such that, if any simple update x := t is in A i , then x ∈ X i . Automaton A i is called the owner of the clocks in X i and is the unique automaton that is authorized to update them. CTAs without such a restriction are called CTAs with public clocks.
The subclass of sequential CTA(C; U), denoted STA(C; U), contains the CTAs in CTA(C; U) having only one sequential component. Alur and Dill's model corresponds to STA(C df (X ); U 0 (X )). Note that STA(C; U) = STA pr (C; U).
We shall consider the classes of Fig. 1 , which admit or do not admit diagonal clock constraints, constant updates and public clocks. We shall prove that they do not di er from the point of view of expressiveness, but do di er from that of succinctness.
Following [7] , given two classes of CTAs C and C , we say that: • C and C are polynomially reducible to each other, written C ∼ C , i there is a polynomial p such that, for each A in C, there is an equivalent A in C such that |A |6p(|A|), and conversely; • the reduction from C to C has exponential upper bound, written C u → C , i there are a polynomial p and a constant k¿1 such that, for each A in C, there is an equivalent A in C such that |A |6k p(|A|) ;
• the reduction from C to C has exponential lower bound, written C • C is exponentially more succinct than C , written C → C , i both C l → C and C u → C . We will write C ↔ C i both C → C and C → C.
In Section 3 we shall prove that C ∼ C for each pair of classes C; C with C ∼ C in Fig. 1 . In Section 4 (resp. Section 5) we shall prove that C u → C (resp. C Notice that for any pair of classes C; C in Fig. 1 such that C → C hold and C → C does not hold, we have that either C ⊂ C, or C ⊂ C for some class C such that C and C are polynomially reducible to each other. This implies either that each A in C is also in C, or that there is a polynomial p such that for each A in C there is some A in C such that |A|6p(|A |).
We want to study the closure properties of the classes in Fig. 1 w.r.t. boolean operators.
We say that a class C is closed w.r.t. ÿnite union i given arbitrary CTAs A 1 ; : : : ;
If there is a polynomial p such that |A|6p(|A 1 |+· · ·+|A k |) then we say that C is polynomially closed w.r.t. ÿnite union.
We say that a class C is closed w.r.t. ÿnite intersection i given arbitrary CTAs A 1 ; : : : ;
If there is a polynomial p such that |A|6p(|A 1 | + · · · + |A k |) then we say that C is polynomially closed w.r.t. ÿnite intersection.
Finally, we say that a class C is closed w.r.t. complement i given any CTA A in C there is a CTA in C recognizing the language consisting of all the timed words that are not in L(A). Fig. 1 can be reduced to CTA pr (C df (X ); U 0 (X )) (by Theorem 2), and CTA pr (C df (X ); U 0 (X )) can be reduced to Alur and Dill's TA (i.e. STA pr (C df (X ); U 0 (X ))) by a cartesian product, it holds that, as in the case of TA, all classes in Fig. 1 are closed w.r.t. ÿnite union and ÿnite intersection, but they are not closed w.r.t. complement.
Since all classes in
As regards the polynomial closures, we have the following result, that we shall prove in Section 6.
Theorem 3. The classes in Fig. 1 admitting diagonal clock constraints and the class admitting both constant updates and public clocks are polynomially closed w.r.t. both ÿnite union and ÿnite intersection. The three remaining classes are polynomially closed neither w.r.t. ÿnite union nor w.r.t. ÿnite intersection.
Polynomial reductions
In this section we prove that all relations ∼ in Fig. 1 hold. We assume that clock constraints x#t and x − y#t are such that # ∈ {¿; 6}. This restriction is legal since any class of CTAs is polynomially reducible to a class of CTAs satisfying such a requirement.
First of all we consider the case of CTAs with diagonal clock constraints and with only reset updates.
Proof. Since CTA(C(X ); U 0 (X )) ⊇ CTA pr (C(X ); U 0 (X )), it su ces to prove that there is a polynomial p such that, for each A = ( ; X; A 1 ; : : : ; A m ; R) in CTA(C(X ); U 0 (X )), there is some A in CTA pr (C(X ); U 0 (X )) with L(A) = L(A ) and |A |6p(|A|). Let A = ( ; x∈X {x 1 ; : : : ; x m }; A 1 ; : : : ; A m ; R) be the CTA obtained from A as follows: (1) each public clock x ∈ X is replaced by the private clocks x 1 ; : : : ; x m , which are owned by A 1 ; : : : ; A m , respectively, (2) each reset x := 0 in A i is replaced by the reset x i := 0 in A i , (3) each constraint x¿t (resp.: x6t; x−y¿t; x−y6t) in A i is replaced by i∈ [1; m] 
Intuitively, x is updated in A i some x i ∈ {x 1 ; : : : ; x m } is updated in A . Hence, the value of x corresponds to the value of the clock in {x 1 ; : : : ; x m } that has been most recently updated. Since only reset updates are admitted, the clock in {x 1 ; : : : ; x m } that has been most recently updated is the clock having the minimal value. Therefore, x¿t (resp. x6t) i the clock x h ∈ {x 1 ; : : : ; x m } that has been most recently reset satisÿes x h ¿t (resp. x h 6t), i.e. i∈ [1; m] x i ¿t (resp. i∈ [1; m] x i 6t). Moreover, if y k ∈ {y 1 ; : : : ; y m } is the clock replacing y that has been most recently updated, x −y¿t (resp. x − y6t) i x h − y k ¿t (resp. x h − y k 6t), i.e. i∈ 
Let us consider the CTA A in the proof above. Since diagonal clock constraints appearing in A are derived only from diagonal clock constraints that appear in A, if A ∈ CTA(C df (X ); U 0 (X )) then A ∈ CTA pr (C df (X ); U 0 (X )). Therefore, we infer the following result.
To conclude this section, we consider CTAs with diagonal clock constraints and constant updates.
Proof. Since CTA(C(X ); U(X )) ⊇ CTA pr (C(X ); U(X )), it su ces to prove that there is a polynomial p such that, for each A in CTA(C(X ); U(X )), there is some A in CTA pr (C(X ); U(X )) with L(A) = L(A ) and |A |6p(|A|). Let us assume that A = ( ; {x 1 ; : : : ; x n }; A 1 ; : : : ; A m ; R). The proof is done in two steps. In the ÿrst step we construct the CTA A = ( ; X ; A 1 ; : : : ; A m ; A m+1 ; : : : ; A m+n ; R) ∈ CTA(C(X ); U(X )) such that:
• Each component A k , with k ∈ [1; m], has private clocks s , and it sets clocks y j and z j so that, for each 16k6m; z j −y j = k−1 i the most recent update on x j has been done by the component A k . We deÿne A m+j as follows:
• A m+j has states is 1 ; will 1 ; : : : ; is m ; will m , with is 1 initial. State is k is entered i A k is the component that has most recently updated x j and A m+j predicts that x j is not updated in the current step. State will k is entered i A m+j predicts that A k is updating x j in the current step. ; will h , for any z that can be assigned to x j . The ÿrst transition checks that the prediction that x j was not updated in the past step is correct ( i∈[1; m] (t j i − s j i = 0)), and predicts that x j is not updated in the current step (is h is entered). The second checks that x j was not updated in the past step ( i∈[1; m] (t j i − s j i = 0)) and predicts that x j is updated in the current step by A k (will k is entered). In such a case, z j − y j takes value k − 1. The third transition checks that x j was updated by A k in the past step (t j k − s j k = z + 1) and predicts that x j is not updated in the current step (is k is entered). Moreover, it checks that if some other components update x j , then x j does not assume two di erent values ( h∈{1; :::; k−1; k+1; :::; m} t j h − s owned by A i . We obtain A = ( ; X ; A 1 ; : : : ; A m+n ; R) as follows:
• For each i ∈ [1; m]; A i is obtained from A i by replacing each simple update x j := t with x j i := t, and by modifying the constraints of transitions as follows: 
Exponential upper bounds
In this section we prove that CTA(C(X ); U(X )) u → STA(C df (X ); U 0 (X )), from which it follows that all arrows in Fig. 1 represent exponential upper bounds.
Proof. Given any CTA A ∈ CTA(C(X ); U(X )), we obtain an equivalent automaton S ∈ STA(C(X ); U(X )), where |S| is O(2 |A| ), by a cartesian product construction. Following [2] , we transform S into an equivalent automaton S ∈ STA(C df (X );
. As pointed out in [5] , S is polynomially reducible to an equivalent automaton S ∈ STA(C df (X ); U 0 (X )). Namely, there is a polynomial p with |S |6p (|S |), i.e. |S |6p (O(2 2|A| ))6O(2 p (2|A|) ). Hence, there is a polynomial p such that |S | is O(2 p(|A|) ).
follow by Proposition 7 and the following inclusions:
follow from the relations above and the following inclusions:
Exponential lower bounds
In this section we prove that all arrows in Fig. 1 represent exponential lower bounds. The result follows from CTA pr (C(X ); U 0 (X ))
, which are proved in Sections 5.2-5.4, respectively. In Section 5.1 we prove two properties of CTAs that will be exploited in the subsequent sections.
Properties of CTAs
Given a CTA A = ; X; A 1 ; : : : ; A m ; R and a state s in A i , we say that A i can communicate to the other components A 1 ; : : : ; A i−1 ; A i+1 ; : : : ; A m that its active state is s i there is a clock constraint s that holds if and only if A i is in state s. Intuitively, if this property holds, then some transitions in A 1 ; : : : ; A i−1 ; A i+1 ; : : : ; A m can be guarded by s (resp. ¬ s ) and performed i state s is (resp. is not) active. Therefore, the property gives to A 1 ; : : : ; A m the ability to coordinate their executions.
The following result means that if diagonal clock constraints are not admitted, then, in general, a sequential component is not able to communicate to the other components its active state. Given a CTA A = ; X; A 1 ; : : : ; A m ; R , we say that A i can force A j to perform a transition t h in a given set of enabled transitions t 1 ; : : : ; t n with updates up 1 ; : : : ; up n , respectively, i A i can perform a transition t with update up such that (up; up h ) is an update, and (up; up j ) is not an update for any j ∈ {1; : : : ; h − 1; h + 1; : : : ; n}.
Also this property gives A 1 ; : : : ; A m the ability to coordinate their executions.
The following result means that if either constant updates or public clocks are not admitted, then, in general, the property above does not hold.
Proposition 10. Let us consider a CTA A = ( ; X; A 1 ; : : : ; A m ; R) in the class CTA(C (X ); U(X )). A component A i can force a component A j to perform a transition t h in a set of enabled transitions {t 1 ; : : : ; t n } only if both public clocks and constant updates are admitted.
Proof. Assume that A i can force A j to perform a transition t h in a set of enabled transitions {t 1 ; : : : ; t n } with updates up 1 ; : : : ; up n , respectively. In this case, A i can perform a transition t with update up such that (up; up h ) is an update, and (up; up j ) is not an update for any j ∈ {1; : : : ; h−1; h+1; : : : ; n}. Hence, for each j ∈ {1; : : : ; h−1; h+1; : : : ; n}, there must be a simple update x := t in up and a simple update x := t in up j with t = t. Therefore, x is a public clock and constant updates are admitted.
Simulation of diagonal clock constraints
In this section we prove the following result, which means that simulating diagonal clock constraints implies, in general, an exponential growth of the CTA. Whenever a is read, the component A k changes its state i A 0 ; : : : ; A k−1 are in state s 0 ; : : : ; s k−1 , respectively. This corresponds to the fact that the coe cient b k switches either from 0 to 1, or from 1 to 0, every 2 k = 1 + 06i6k−1 2 i occurrences of a. The component A k infers that A 0 ; : : : ; A k−1 are in state s 0 ; : : : ; s k−1 , respectively, by the fact that y 0 ¡x 0 ∧ · · · ∧ y k−1 ¡x k−1 . This is correct, since clock y i (resp. x i ) is reset every time s i (resp. s i ) is entered, and since y i and x i never have the same value (because clock constraints in transitions of A 0 imply that neither s 0 nor s 0 can be left in the same instant in which it is entered).
Note that in this example components use diagonal clock constraints to communicate their active state to other components. Now, since |A m | is polynomial w.r.t. m (A m has O(m) states and transitions, each transition has an update of constant size and a constraint of size O(m), and A m has only one repeated state) to prove Proposition 11 it su ces to prove that every family
m+1 occurrences of a, it has at least 2 m+1 conÿgurations. If such occurrences of a are counted by a single sequential component of B m , then such a component has at least 2 m+1 states, and the thesis follows. Hence, it su ces to prove that the occurrences of a cannot be counted by n¿1 components in B m , through any cooperation. Assume, by contradiction, that such components B 1 ; : : : ; B n exist. To achieve the cooperation, there must be some B i that can communicate to some B j , with j = i, when it is in some state s. Now, states in B m cannot satisfy properties 1 and 2 of Proposition 9, since all timed words with untimed( ) = (b * a 2 m +1 ) ! are in L(B m ), and, therefore, there is no constant t such that the time elapsed between a symbol and the subsequent one is less than t. Hence, by Proposition 9, B i cannot communicate to B j that it is in s.
Simulation of constant updates
In this section we prove the following result, which means that simulating constant updates implies, in general, an exponential growth of the CTA.
Let (A m ) m¿0 =(({a; b}; 06i6m {x i ; z i }; A 0 ; : : : ; A m ; {q 0 })) m¿0 be the family in CTA pr (C df (X ); U(X )) with A 0 and A k ; k¿1, represented in Fig. 3 . The family (A m ) m¿0 accepts the family (L m ) m¿0 of timed languages over {a; b}, where L m contains precisely the timed words (a; t 0 ); (b; t 0 ); (a; t 1 ); (b; t 1 ) : : : such that:
• t 0 ¡5 and, for each i¿0; t i+1 ¡t i + 5;
• for each 06i62 m+1 − 1 and for each natural n; t i+(2 m+1 ×n) − t i+(2 m+1 ×n) is in a set T i such that, if i = 06k6m 2 k × b k with b 0 ; : : : ; b m ∈ {0; 1}, then, for each 06k6m,
The idea is that A 0 ; : : : ; A m are able to count 2 m+1 occurrences of the action a. is activated. We mean that we cannot observe clocks that were reset before, since the step leading to c i is caused by an occurrence of a that arrives non-deterministically in the interval [t; t + 5), where t is the arrival time of the previous occurrence of a. As a consequence, from every state in c i at least |T i | transitions depart, each representing waiting for a time in T i . This implies that no state in the conÿguration c i can also be in any conÿguration c j , with j = i. It follows that at least 2 m+1 states are in B m , which implies the thesis.
Simulation of private clocks
In this section we prove the following result, which means that simulating public clocks implies, in general, an exponential growth of the CTA with diagonal free clock constraints and constant updates.
Let (A m ) m¿1 = (({a}; {x}; A 1 ; : : : ; A m ; {s 0 })) m¿1 be the family in the class CTA(C df (X ); U(X )) such that A k ; k¿1, is represented in Fig. 4 . The family (A m ) m¿1 accepts the family (L m ) m¿1 of timed languages over {a} such that L m contains precisely the timed words (a; t 1 ) * (a; t 2 ) * : : : (a; t n ) * : : : such that:
• t 2 − t 1 ∈ T 2 = {2m + 1 − 1; 2m + 1 − 2; : : : ; 2m + 1 − m};
• if t i − t i−1 ∈ T i , then either t i − t i−1 = 2m + 1 − k for some 16k6m and
for some 16k6m and t i+1 − t i ∈ T i+1 = (T i \{2m + 1 − (k + m)}) ∪ {2m + 1 − k}. At instant t 1 = 2m + 1, there is a ÿnite sequence of steps from conÿguration (s 1 ; : : : ; s m ) to itself. This sequence of steps cannot be inÿnite due to the time progress property. In the last step of the sequence, some automaton A k , for some 16k6m, leaves state s k , enters state s k and sets the public clock x to value k, whereas automata A 1 ; : : : ; A k−1 ; A k+1 ; : : : ; A m perform the transitions leaving and entering states s 1 ; : : : ; s k−1 ; s k+1 ; : : : ; s m , respectively. It cannot happen that both s i and s j are entered, for some 16i¡j6m, since x can take at most one value. The next step is performed at instant t 2 = t 1 +(2m +1− k). Since k can be arbitrarily chosen in the set {1; : : : ; m}, it holds that t 2 − t 1 ∈ T 2 = {2m +1− 1; 2m +1− 2; : : : ; 2m + 1 − m}. Now, assume that at time t i−1 component A k leaves s k (resp. s k ), enters s k (resp. s k ) and sets x to k (resp. k + m), and that A 1 ; : : : ; A k−1 ; A k+1 ; : : : ; A m do not change state. The time t i − t i−1 that elapses until the next step is performed is 2m + 1 − k (resp. 2m + 1 − (k + m)). Moreover, the time that elapses between t i and t i+1 cannot be 2m + 1 − k (resp. 2m + 1 − (k + m)), and can be 2m + 1 − (k + m) (resp. 2m + 1 − k). In fact, the transition from s k to s k (resp. from s k to s k ) can be performed at time t i , and that from s k to s k (resp. from s k to s k ) cannot.
Since |A m | is polynomial w.r.t. m (A m has O(m) states and transitions, each transition has an update of constant size and a constraint of constant size, and A m has only one repeated state), to prove Proposition 13 it su ces to prove that every family
* (a; t 2 ) * : : : (a; t n ) * : : : ; where t i+1 −t i can be in one of 2 m di erent sets, B m has at least 2 m di erent conÿgurations, c 1 ; : : : ; c 2 m , simulating the conÿgurations c 1 ; : : : ; c 2 m of A m . Therefore, since B m is not exponential w.r.t. m, it cannot have only one sequential component. So, let us assume that it has n sequential components, B 1 ; : : : ; B n .
Since T 2 = {2m + 1 − 1; 2m + 1 − 2; : : : ; 2m + 1 − m} and, for each i¿2; T i+1 is either
for some 16k6m, it holds that from each conÿguration c i it is possible to reach m conÿgurations in {c 1 ; : : : ; c 2 m } through a step. Let c i; 1 ; : : : ; c i;m be the conÿgurations of A m such that c i; j is reached from c i when A j changes state and assigns j ∈ {j; j + m} to x, and A 1 ; : : : ; A j−1 ; A j+1 ; : : : A m do not change state.
Assume that c i is the uth conÿguration entered, i.e. the time elapsed between entering c i and exiting c i is in the set T u .
Let s 1 ; : : : ; s n be the states in the sequential components B 1 ; : : : ; B n , respectively, such that c i = (s 1 ; : : : ; s n ). There is a total function f : {1; : : : ; m} → {1; : : : ; n} such that, given any 16h6m, there are: • a state s f(h) with f(h) ∈ {1; : : : ; n}; • a transition from state s f(h) to a state s f(h) assigning a value h to some private clock x f(h) owned by B f(h) ; • a transition either from s f(h) or from a state that is entered whenever s f(h) is, guarded by a clock constraint x f(h) = t f(h) , where such a guard checks that the amount of time 2m + 1 − h is elapsed. The transition from s f(h) is needed because there must be a step leaving c i; h precisely 2m + 1 − h instants after c i; h is entered. Now, given h 1 = h 2 , in general it holds that f(h 1 ) = f(h 2 ), otherwise there is a state in B m for each conÿguration of A m , thus contradicting that B m is not exponential w.r.t. m. So, let us assume that f(h 1 ) = f(h 2 ). Due to Proposition 10, when entering s f(h1) , the component B f(h1) cannot force the component B f(h2) to avoid entering s f(h2) . Hence, there is a step from (s 1 ; : : : ; s n ) to a conÿguration where both s f(h1) and s f(h2) are active. In such a conÿguration, both a transition guarded by the clock constraint x f(h1) = t f(h1) , and a transition guarded by the clock constraint x f(h2) = t f(h2) can be performed. This implies that an occurrence of a can be read in this conÿguration 2m + 1 − h1 or 2m + 1 − h2 units of time after it is entered. This implies that T u+1 \T u has at least two elements, thus contradicting that B m accepts L m .
By Proposition 11-13 it follows that all arrows in Fig. 1 represent exponential lower bounds.
Proposition 15. The classes in Fig. 1 admitting diagonal clock constraints are polynomially closed with respect to ÿnite union.
Proof. Let us consider arbitrary timed languages L 1 ; : : : ; L k recognized by CTAs A 1 ; : : : ; A k , respectively. For each 16i6k, let A i; 1 ; : : : ; A i; ni be the sequential components of A i . Our aim is to give the CTA recognizing k i=1 L i . To this purpose, for each 16i6k and for each 16j6n i , let B i; j be the sequential automaton obtained by modifying A i; j as follows: (1) ÿrst we add to each transition in A i; j the simple update x i; j := 0, where x i; j is a new private clock and (2) then we add a new state s i; j to A i; j and, for each action a appearing in A 1 ; : : : ; A k , we add both a transition from s i; j to itself labeled true; a; ∅ and a transition from the initial state to s i; j with the same label. Let A be the sequential automaton having only one state s and having, for each action a appearing in A 1 ; : : : ; A k , the transition s First of all we show that
If a timed word it recognized by A, then some repeated state in B i; j must be entered inÿnitely many times, for some 16i6k and 16j6n i . In such a case, state s i; j is never entered. Moreover, A must read and, therefore, the constraint must always hold, thus implying that B i; 1 ; : : : ; B i; j−1 ; B i; j+1 ; : : : ; B i; ni never enter states s i; 1 ; : : : ; s i; j−1 ; s i; j+1 ; : : : ; s i; ni . Hence, B i; 1 ; : : : ; B i; ni perform an accepting run that can be performed also by A i; 1 ; : : : ; A i; ni , and, therefore, (1) ÿrst we add to each transition in A i; j the simple update x i := 1, where x i is a new public clock and (2) then we add to A i; j a new state s i; j and, for each action a in A 1 ; : : : ; A k , we add a transition from s i; j to itself and a transition from the initial state to s i; j . Both these transitions are labeled true; a; {x i := 0} . Let A be the CTA obtained by putting in parallel the components B i; j , with 16i6k and 16j6n i , and having as set of repeated states the union of the sets of repeated states of A 1 ; : : : ; A k . First of all we show that
If we prove that
If a timed word it recognized by A, then some repeated state in B i; j must be entered inÿnitely many times, for some 16i6k and 16j6n i . In such a case, state s i; j is never entered. Moreover, since x i can never take two values, B i; 1 ; : : : ; B i; j−1 ; B i; j+1 ; : : : ; B i; ni never enter states s i; 1 ; : : : ; s i; j−1 ; s i; j+1 ; : : : ; s i; ni . Hence, B i; 1 ; : : : ; B i; ni must perform an accepting run that can be performed also by A i; 1 ; : : : ; A i; ni , and Note that A recognizes a timed word i all B i; j and A perform runs over and A passes inÿnitely many times through s 0 . This happens i CTAs A 1 ; : : : ; A k perform runs over and all these runs are accepting runs, i. i has been read yet. Since by Propositions 9 and 10 sequential components running in parallel cannot cooperate to move from conÿgurations in C i to conÿgurations in C j , for 16i; j62 k , some sequential component of B k must have at least 2 k states. Since the arguments of the proof above are valid also if B k is in the class CTA(C df (X ); U 0 (X )) or CTA pr (C df (X ); U(X )), also the following result holds.
Proposition 20. The classes CTA(C df (X ); U 0 (X )) and CTA pr (C df (X ); U(X )) are not polynomially closed with respect to ÿnite intersection.
Proposition 21. The class CTA pr (C df (X ); U 0 (X )) is not polynomially closed with respect to ÿnite union.
Proof. Let {p 1 ; : : : ; p i ; : : :} be the set of the prime numbers such that p 1 ¡p 2 ¡ · · · ¡p i ¡p i+1 : : : : Let P k = {p 1 ; : : : ; p k } be the set containing the ÿrst k prime numbers. Let prod k = x∈P k x and sum k = x∈P k x denote the product and the sum of the ÿrst k prime numbers, respectively.
For each natural k, let L k be the time language such that:
! and • every time sequence underlying a timed word in L k is strictly increasing.
To prove the thesis, we show that L k is accepted by a CTA A k in the class CTA pr (C df (X ); U 0 (X )) such that |A k | is O(sum k ), and that any CTA in the class CTA pr (C df (X ); U 0 (X )) accepting The automaton A k accepting L k is obtained by putting A 1 ; : : : ; A k in parallel. The idea is that A i can count p i occurrences of a and, therefore, the parallel composition of A 1 ; : : : ; A k can count p 1 · · · · · p k = prod k occurrences of a. Whenever prod k occurrences of a have been counted, A 1 ; : : : ; A k are in their initial state and can read a ÿnite sequence of b (such a sequence cannot be inÿnite because no initial state is also a repeated state). Note that A k has sum k states and sum k + k transitions with constraints and updates of constant size. Now, let A k ∈ CTA pr (C df (X ); U 0 (X )) be any CTA accepting k i=1 L i . It is su cient to show that A k must have a sequential component with at least prod k states. Let us assume, by contradiction, that B 1 ; : : : ; B n k are the sequential components of A k and that no automaton in B 1 ; : : : ; B n k has prod k states. In this case, since for each 16h6k A k must be able to count prod h occurrences of a, and since by Propositions 9 and 10 B 1 ; : : : ; B n k cannot perform any coordinate sequence of choices to count these occurrences, we infer that there is a set of automata S h = {B h; 1 ; : : : ; B h; n h } ⊆ {B 1 ; : : : ; B n k } such that:
• B h; j has x h; j states, s 0 ; : : : ; s x h; j −1 ; • B h; j has the transitions: Moreover, each B h; j has a "dead" state z h; j such that s 0 a → z h; j ; s 0 b → z h; j and from z h; j any time sequence over a and b can be read. The reason is that, in the contrary case, A k could not recognize any timed word in the language L g , where g is such that p g ¡p h .
Now, automata in sets S 1 ; : : : ; S k must be coordinated since, for each 16h6k, in order to recognize L h all automata in S h+1 ; : : : ; S k must reach their "dead" state, whereas all automata in S h do not. Now, by Propositions 9 and 10 such a coordination is impossible.
Since the arguments in the proof above are valid also if A k is in the class CTA(C df (X ); U 0 (X )) or CTA pr (C df (X ); U(X )), also the following result holds.
Proposition 22. The classes CTA(C df (X ); U 0 (X )) and CTA pr (C df (X ); U(X )) are not polynomially closed with respect to ÿnite union.
Conclusions
In this paper we have considered the formalism of Concurrent Timed Automata (CTAs), which extend Alur and Dill's Timed Automata with a synchronous notion of parallel composition.
We have investigated the power of diagonal clock constraints and of constant updates in the parallel setting (the power of these two features in the sequential setting was established elsewhere). Moreover, we have investigated the power of public clocks. To summarize, we have considered eight classes of CTAs (with or without diagonal clock constraints, constant updates and public clocks) and we have related each other under the point of view of succinctness (see Theorem 2) . Moreover, we have proved that some of these eight classes are polynomially closed w.r.t. ÿnite union and ÿnite intersection, and that some of them do not have the same property (see Theorem 3).
We view our results as a starting step toward the study of parallelism in the framework of Timed Automata. We intend to study in the future the rôle of " -transitions" in the parallel setting. Two di erent solutions are possible: Either a step c a =⇒ c can be obtained by combining some transitions labeled with action a and some -transitions, or a step c a =⇒ c can be formed only by transitions labeled with a. In both cases steps c =⇒ c are possible. We strongly believe that if the former solution is adopted, then the property of polynomial closure w.r.t. ÿnite union and intersection holds for all classes of CTAs with -transitions. At the moment we are not able to conjecture whether the same result holds also if the latter solution is adopted. In both cases, relations of succinctness among the classes of CTAs with -transitions should be established.
In [5, 6] "non-deterministic updates", which express constraints over clocks, have been introduced in the framework of Timed Automata. These updates constrain a clock to take a non-deterministic value greater than or lower than a given constant. An interesting development of the present paper is to study the rôle of non-deterministic updates in the parallel setting.
Finally, we intend to compare communication through clocks, which has been adopted in the present paper and in [3, 4] , and explicit communication (automata view the current state of other automata and the time elapsed since their activation), which has been adopted in [8, 9] .
